
A BEAUTIFUL STORYMADE IN ITALY 

BLACK 
EXPLOSION

GENERATES COLOR

The years of a tree can be discovered only by looking at its trunk, at the 
concentric rings that tell its story. Our first circumference is the family 
joinery, carrier of the first lymph, rich of knowledge and tradition - the 
one that allowed us to grow up strong and aware. The rings increase 
and push themselves towards constant innovations, towards the 
willingness to reply to an incredibly high qualitative standard and to plant 
roots more and more distant from us, in order to touch anything outside 
the box, anything that brings within originality and innovation. Our tree is 
made up by a cortex of knowledge and professionality and leaves 
different from one another. Branches so long that they can reach any 
single place in the world. They can get to the United States, to Greece, 
Russia, Asia, Israel. Every ring of ours is a new project because it is a 
source of experimentation, growth, renewal.WE ARE!

Our products are thought, drawn, produced and assembled in 
Italy. We are proud to bring into the world the Italian design and 
traditions, to have the possibility of producing personally every 
single piece of our collection in order to guarantee the unique 
Italian style. Frames, doors, shutters that become unique and 
exclusive objects since they are created one by one by artisans 
that have kept in their hands the old knowledge of Beauty.

Choosing to work with us means entering into a unique 
structure able to guarantee a very tight relationship with those 
who plan, furnish and build, to always propose concrete 
solutions that can be a bridge between planners and clients. We 
can give answers to any specific request with constant 
assistance to planning. Our doors and windows are tailored 
clothes, unique objects that are taken care of from their ideation 
up to their implementation. We'll never tell you "This can't be 
done" - where others stop, we start.

FABBIO INTERNATIONAL
The desire to share the enormous amount of knowledge was 
born, together with the Italian style and the maniacal care for 
details. In 2006 we approach the international market. In 2012 
Fabbio USA is born in California, together with the dream to be 
able to face even bigger and more complex challenges, to 
collaborate with important planning studios, to interact and face 
clients who are looking for a more than average dedication for 
specific projects and international needs and tastes.
In 2015 we cross another ocean to approach the Asian market. In 
Shanghai we open our showroom in order to be next to the most 
important global interior design brands. The constant need to 
adapt to specific requests coming from every part of the world in 
which we work and the interaction with global architecture 
studios give us the strenght to adapt to every style and tradition 
bringing with us those unique details that make Fabbio Design 
products precious.

FABBIO U.S.A. LLc
151 Vermont Street, Suite 10, San Francisco, CA, 94103
Ph. (415)339.5810 Fax (415)339.5811
info@fabbiousa.com   www.fabbiousa.com

FABBIO DESIGN Srl
Treviso - Italy
Tel. +39.0422.608179 
info@fabbiodesign.com - www.fabbiodesign.com

w i n d o w s    d o o r s    f l o o r

Narrow profiles
Invisible under floor TRACK
Interior floor coplanar with exterior
No weight limit
Workable in all sizes

Ask for FSC® certi�ed 
products



S L I M S L I M  C O V E R  (CUSTOMIZED)

U LT R A S L I M

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

FILM ARCHIVE LOS ANGELES

PALO ALTO

TEL AVIV

- Narrow sections
- Customized design
- Hidden hinges
- Workable in all sizes and shapes

TEL AVIV

SHANGHAi

SWITZERLAND 

NEW COLLECTION 2017

- Narrow sections
- Customized design
- Hidden hinges
- Workable in all sizes and shapes
- Exterior aluminium/bronze coating
- Unique design

- Wooden window frame and not metal!
- Narrow profiles
- Minimal line
- Outer cover cortain copper
brass stainless steel

- Internal and external finishes
customizable

- More pleasing interior aspect of the
single metal


